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Finishing - does the haircut appear more structured or softer? This will help with choosing a soft natural technique
such as backcombing or a bold block color.
Length - how much length is there to work with?

Use a fast-tipping technique to work through the length quicker 
Use foil work through the focal point of the cut

Special feature - if the haircut has a special feature such as fringes, disconnected face frame, undercut, etc., you
may want to consider how to highlight the special feature through technique and color choice.

TIPS on assessing color for a specific haircut
Inspiration image – Create your color plan using an inspiration image! Imagery is a powerful tool to visually connect
you and your client’s idea. Words without an image is not as effective!

Identify the outcome with your client – will the color look solid or dimensional?

Ask how your client styles their hair daily – your client’s daily styling routine has an effect to your choice of coloring
technique. For example, do they wear the hair straight, wavy, curly? And do they change up the hairstyling routine often?
i.e. Straight hair reflects color differently than wavy/curly hair 

TIPS on identifying the color technique 
It is very important that you learn how to “read” a haircut. This will help you identify where the transition of color will
start and end, where to place color, and the technique that will enhance the haircut.

Sectioning – If you are not a dualist, work with the haircutter to learn how their haircut is planned out. A haircut
sectioning plan can often help you understand where the length is placed, and where the emphasis/contrast should be
placed.
A section is a section. For a haircut, sections control the hair and helps with working through the haircut. 
For hair color, sections help with control of moving through the color, and is also the key to understand what technique
you will use within the section to create the effect you want. 

Technique - enhance the characteristics of a haircut by choosing an appropriate coloring technique.
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